Fixture Fittings / Faucets – Module 5:

- 3’ X 8’ X 3’ 6” aluminum rolling stand (verify dimensions to fit faucet placement)
- Full length trough on all four sides
- Each faucet with hot and cold supply
- 20 faucets – 8 on each long side – 2 on each short side
- 2” drain for hook up
- 2ea – ¾” water connection for hook up
- 4 heavy duty wheels all 4 rotating

Lavatory faucets –

- Single handle –
  - Hansgrohe Allegro – 0418000
  - Grohe Eurosmart Lavatory Center Set Less Drain – 32 710
  - Delta Classic single Handle Lavatory Faucet - 505
- Double handle –
  - Greber – Brianne – 43-231 Series
  - Chicago Faucets – Deck Mounted Manual Faucet 797-CP
  - Delta Classic Two Handle Lavatory Faucet 2500
- Electronic 2 ea – Kohler Electronic Faucet K-13461
- Metering 2 ea - Delta Two Handle Metering Lavatory Faucet #2507-HDF

Kitchen faucets –

- Single handle Pullout spout –
  - Gerber Single Handel Pull Out Kitchen Faucet Allerton 40-485 Series
  - Gerber Single Handel Kitchen Faucet 40-100 Series with spray
  - Gerber Hardwater Single Handle Kitchen Faucet 40-501 Series / Less pop up hole and drain assembly
  - Gerber Brianne single Handle Pull Down Kitchen Faucet 40-480
  - Grohe Dual Spray Pull Down Lady Lux Cafe 33 758
  - Hans Grohe Allegro E Pull out Kitchen Faucet 06461000
  - Delta Palo Pull out Kitchen Faucet 467-DST
- Double handle –
  - Chicago Faucet - Manual Faucet Deck mounted 8” Widespread 1100-CP

Specialty faucets – 2ea

- Pre-rinse spray valve –
  - T&S Brass B-0105 Pre rinse spray valve assembly
  - T&S Brass B-0113 Pre Rinse Spray with Flexible Stainless Steel Hose /with valve